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Autistic
15,provides
savant,
narration
indazzling
novel
"Woodstock
l.
General Hospital
Tradition of Caring 1895-2007"
Irene Crawford-Siano
This book provides a rare
look aI the growth of
Woodstock's comrnunity
hospital since its founding
in 1895.
2."The Secret"
Rhonda Byrne
The Secret contains wisdom
from modern-day teachers on
how to achieve health, wealth
and happiness.
3. "Eat, Pray, Love: One woman's search for everything"
Elizabeth Gilbert
In her fabulous travel memoir,
Gilbert takes the.reader on.two
epic journeys - one through Italy,
India and Indonesia and the other
deep inside her intense psyche.
4. "Look at Me!"
Robert Munsch

In Munsch's latest hilarious story,
Madison just wants one rose painted on
h e r
cheek, but soon realizes it
isn't a simple flower at alll
"Henry
5.
and Harriet
A hopeful story that validates the feelings of children when someonedies.
"Safe
6.
Haven'
foyce Pettigrew
foyce traces the history
of the black settlers of
&dord County from the
early 1830's to current
times.
"Bone
7.
#7: Ghost
Circles"
IeffSmith
The latest in this
Young Adult graphic. novel
series is an epic story about three "bone
creatures" and their adventures in a valley
peopled with an assortment of crazy and
interesting characters.

"The
8.
Curious Incident of the Dog in
the Night-Time"
Mark Haddon
.*
Narrated by a 15 year-old autistic savant
obsessedwith Sherlock Holmes, this dazzling novel weaves together an old-fashioned mystery and a fascinating excursion
into a mind incapable of processing emotions.
"Eclipse"
9.
StephenieMeyer
Readers captivated by "Twilight" and
"New
Moon" will eagerly devour "Eclipse",
the third book in Stephenie Meyer's riveting vampire love saga.
l0."Duma Key"
Stephen King
The tenacity of love, the perils of creativity, the mysteries of memory and the nature
of the supernatural. Stephen King gives us
a novel as fascinating as it is gripping and
terrifying.
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